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Overview
PFD documents exist in the trillions and support all types of personal and business activities. A
large percentage of these documents were “born digital”; meaning that they were created from
electronic files such as Microsoft Word or Excel and were converted to PDF. The other portion are
simply scanned images that are stored inside a PDF “container”.
While the original premise of PDF format was to provide a common standard for storing and
sharing final form documents, many knowledge workers and organizations have come to rely on
the ability to easily and automatically take data stored within these documents and use it for
different purposes such as locating specific data within a PDF; or exporting data in a table to a
spreadsheet.
With all of the benefits of PDF, such as, providing compact, sharable, secure, and perfectly displayed
documents, there are a lot of difficulties when attempting to use the data within a PDF document.
Data stored within a PDF does not have the necessary metadata to identify individual words let
alone complex data structures such as fields and tables.
Report Miner enables even novice users to quickly take data from PDF files and use it within other
applications. Through a simple-to-use interface, knowledge workers can define data elements that
are then used to automatically locate and extract this data to text files, XML, or spreadsheet formats.
Although primarily defined for parsing and extracting data from PDF documents, the Report Miner
is equally capable of processing scanned images, such as TIFF files, or text documents including
print streams and EBCDIC files with vertical carriage controls. These extensions to the Report
Miner makes it ideal for processing high volumes of images as well as the traditional Computer
Output to Laser Disc (COLD) data files.
PDF Report Miner uses a custom PDF parsing and viewing engine with sophisticated text handling
and automatic reading order detection, a feature that is lacking in most traditional PDF viewers or
libraries. Reliable and quality text extraction is vital to successful parsing of more complicated data
structures such as fields and tables.
PDF Report Miner is designed for flexibility and scalability. The available SDK for the .NET
environment allows customization and precise control of the processing engine through plugins
and a callback interface. Unlike many traditional PDF engines, the report miner can process very
large PDF documents with many thousands of pages.
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General Concepts
Report Miner is designed to allow anyone to quickly create simple rules to automatically parse PDF
documents and extract data.

To perform this task, a PDF file is used to define and “draw” data elements. There are four primary data
elements within Report Miner:
1. Global Fields - Global Fields allow the user to define data that can exist anywhere within a PDF
document which can be used for processing such as splitting a PDF into multiple documents.
2. Labels - Labels are used as “anchor points” in order to locate other needed data. For instance,
the label “Checking” can be used to locate the corresponding table data that includes
transactional data.
3. Fields - Fields are the actual variable data elements that are extracted from the PDF file along
with the field label (when defined).
4. Tables - Tables are data elements that are structured as rows and columns. Tables can have
fixed or variable columns and rows and can extend across pages of a PDF document.
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Creating a Model
Overview
A model is stored in a project file and contains all of the processing and output rules for a particular
target document. In order to create a model, an example PDF document must be imported into the
Report Miner application. You may use the “New Model” option under the File menu, the corresponding
button on the toolbar, or simply drag and drop the file from the Explorer. Once a model has been
defined, it can be used to process many PDF files with similar structure. The processing engine can adopt
even when the subsequent files are not exactly the same as the sample PDF file provided they roughly
follow a similar structure. For instance, a single model can often be defined to locate and extract
financial da
ta from multiple reports (e.g. quarterly 10-Q and annual 10-K) issued by a public company.

Defining a Label
Labels are used to locate data via a text search or through use of pattern matching. For instance, in the
following figure, the label called “Statement” uses a text query for the words “Statement of Accounts”
to locate the Customer field directly below it.

In this example, the label is acting as an anchor for the data field. The system will first locate the label
and then find the field relative to its actual location.
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Labels can also be used as identifiers to trigger certain other actions. For instance, a label can be used to
find pages from the report document that should be skipped (ignored) during processing.
Also, when the PDF document contains many sub-documents (e.g. an aggregated report of client
statements), a label can be used to identify the boundaries of each sub-document. For example, if pages
in a statement are numbered as “Page 1 of 7, Page 2 of 7, etc.”, a label can be defined to look for the
string “Page 1 of” and trigger start of a new sub-document (record) when it is located on a page.
A label can be associated with more than one field.

In order to create a label, select the Labels node and then draw a boundary around the data from which
you wish to create a label. Once created, the Label Property options will be displayed in the lower-left
panel of the application.

Depending upon certain options, additional properties may or may not be displayed.
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General Label Properties:
Name
Occurrence
On Page
Label
Constraint Type

Occurrence Options:
Any Page
Specific Page

Relative to Label

The name of the label. Although not required, it is recommended to use
unique and meaningful names to identify labels.
Determines where the label is expected. Options are listed below.
This field is only visible if the Occurrence is “Specific Page”. The value is the
page number of the logical record, counting from 1.
This field is only visible if the Occurrence is “Relative to Label”. The value is
another label that identifies the page where this label can be detected.
This property constrains the area for the label occurrence. The options are
listed below.

The label can be detected on any page of the record.
The label can only occur on a specific record page. If selected, you must also
specify on which page number, counting from 1, the label can be detected.
For reports with multiple records, the page number is relative to the
beginning of a specific record and not the original report file.
The label can be detected with respect to another label. If selected, you must
also specify the linked label. Both labels must be detected simultaneously on
a page. This feature to define labels relative to other labels is useful to more
precisely pin extracted data and avoid mis-hits. The linking can be nested to
any number of levels. The system will detect and handle mutual or circular
dependencies.

Constraint Type Options:
Rectangle
The label is constrained to reside entirely within the bounding box.
Horizontal
The Label is constrained between the left and right borders of the bounding
box.
Vertical
The label is constrained between the top and bottom borders of the bounding
box.
None
No constraints; the label can be detected anywhere on the page.

Search Label Properties:
Query
Match Case
Match Whole Word
Use Regular Expression

The search string used to locate a label
If True, the query will only match exact case.
If True, the query will only match whole words.
If True, the query will be interpreted as a regular expression pattern to match
text.
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Advanced Label Properties:
Action

Specifies the additional action to be performed when the label is detected.
Options are below.

Action Options:
Default
Skip Matching Text

Skip Entire Page

The label is used as an anchor point with no further actions.
The text within the bounding rectangle of the detected label is ignored for
detecting fields and tables. This can be used to mask out certain portions of
page during table detection. The masked-out section could include page
numbers or page headers or footers if they interfere with detection logic.
If the label is detected, the entire report page is skipped.

Defining a Field
Fields are the actual data values that you wish to locate and extract. Fields can have specific locations,
defined relative to a label or be placed anywhere within a PDF document. To define a field, select the
Fields node and then draw a box on the example report which contains the field value. Once a field is
created, properties are displayed in the lower left pane.
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General Field Properties:
Name
Occurrence
Constraint Type
Hidden

The name of the field. Although not required, it is recommended to use unique
and meaningful names to identify fields.
Determines where the field is expected. The options are the same as for a label.
This property constrains the area for the field occurrence. The options are the
same as for a label.
If this flag is true, the value of the field will be detected but not reported. Hidden
field values can be used in macros to construct computed or composite values.
See computed data types and macros later in this document.

Field Data Properties:
Data Type
Data Offset

Data Length

Defines the data type of the field value in order to further restrict the type of the
expected data. The list of supported data types is described below.
Allows you to define the beginning of the data you wish to extract within a
located field value. For instance, if an account number always begins with “000”
and this data is not needed you can set an offset to “3” which will extract the
value after skipping the first 3 characters.
Allows you to define the expected length of the field value. Field values longer
than Data Length will be truncated. However, shorter values will not be padded.

Supported Data Types:
Text
All printable characters are allowed.
String
Allows letters, hyphens, periods and apostrophes.
Alphanumeric
Allows letters, digits, hyphens and periods.
Numeric
Allows digits, hyphens and periods.
Date
Represents a date or a combination of a date and a time.
Amount
Represents a decimal amount in a valid currency format.
Custom
A user defined type that has a regular expression mask that defines the data
layout and permitted characters.
Computed
The value for a field that has this type is not detected but computed using
literals, numbers and macros. The values of other fields can be combined to
created a more complex computed value. See macros later in this document.

Advanced Field Properties:
Multiline
Pattern
Replace

Match Case

If true, the field value will span multiple text lines. If false, only the first line will
be returned.
Allows you to define a regular expression pattern on the detected field value.
This option is only shown if a regular expression pattern is specified. It defines a
regular expression replace string. You may use captured groups to replace the
field value.
Only appears if a regular expression pattern is specified. If True, it forces the
regular expression matching to be case sensitive.
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Pattern Matching Example: Consider the “ReportDate” field in the example report. The value of the
field is 5/30/1998 – 6/30/1998. However, we are only interested in the upper range of the date range,
that is, 6/30/1998. To accurately extract this portion, we define the following Pattern:
.* - (.*)
In English, this means to match any number of character until we hit the hyphen (“- “). Then start
capturing the patterns until the end of the field value. The first captured group in the regular expression
matching is labeled as $1. Therefore, we only need to set the value of the Replace field to $1. Match
Case is not relevant for this example.

Defining a Table
Tables can be located anywhere within a document or only on specific pages. Report Miner allows you
to locate and extract this data regardless of where it is located and includes sophisticated algorithms to
automatically detect location of tables and discover table structure including number of columns, rows,
table headers and tables that span multiple pages.
To define a table, select the Tables node and then draw a box to include the current table header and
rows. You may also select only a few rows and let Report Miner detect the extent of the table. Report
Miner will also detect the table characteristics, including data types, when possible. Once a table is
defined, the following properties are displayed in the lower left panel.
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General Table Properties:
Name
Occurrence

The name of the table. Although not required, it is recommended to use
unique and meaningful names to identify tables.
Determines where the table is expected. The options are the same as for
labels and fields.

Table Structure Properties:
Header Lines

Table Columns

Primary Column

Number of Columns
Keep Empty Columns

This is the number of lines/rows from the top of the table used to define
column headers. Headers that span multiple lines are concatenated for each
column using a single space as a separator. Header lines are often
automatically detected when defining a table. They can also be adjusted
manually when automatic detection is ambiguous or incorrect.
Table columns are typically automatically identified by the Report Miner.
Clicking on this property will allow you to view and edit the column
properties. See column properties below.
Normally one column of the table is designated as the primary column. This
column must have valid entry for each row. There are exceptions to this rule
when cell values can span multiple rows and the primary column has a
specific data type other than text. This is to allow for section headers and subheaders. The Primary Column is also used in automatic detection of table
ending.
Allows you to define the expected number of columns. Options are “Fixed”
and “Automatic”.
If this flag is set to True, then columns that don’t have any data are deleted
from the detected table. If set to False, then empty columns are retained.

Advanced Table Properties:
Multipage

Multiline Rows

Table Beginning
Table Ending

If True, the table can potentially span multiple report pages. Segments of the
table may or may not carry addition headers on subsequent pages. If False,
the Report Miner will only look for the entire table on a single page.
If True, some table cells might have values that span multiple lines. Multi-line
rows are more complex to detect and process. Set this value to False if all cell
values are single lines.
Determines the method used to identify the beginning (first row) of the table.
Table detection options are described below.
Determines the method used to identify the end of the table. Table detection
options are described below.
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Table Detection Options:
Fixed
The beginning and/or ending of the table is fixed as in the samples report.
At Label
The table boundary is determined when a label is detected. For the beginning
of the table the line with the label is included, while for the table end the line is
excluded from the table.
After Label
The table boundary is determined as the row that follows the detection of a
label. For the beginning of the table the line with the label is excluded, while
for the table end the line is included in the table.
Automatic
The beginning and/or ending of the table is automatically detected.

Table Column Editor:
Click on the button that appears on the “Table Columns” property to display the Table Column Editor
dialog.
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In the Table Column Editor, selecting each column will allow you to specify properties or edit those that
are auto-detected.

General Column Properties:
Name
Offset
Primary
Hidden

The name or header of the column, unless automatically detected.
Specifies the initial offset from left edge of the table in PDF logical units.
If True, then the column must contain data for every cell. Exceptions apply if
multiline rows are allowed.
If True, then the column will be detected but not extracted.

Column Data Properties:
Data Type
Data Offset
Data Length

Defines the data type of the column cell value in order to further restrict the type
of the expected data. The list of supported data types is the same as for fields.
Allows you to define the beginning of the data you wish to extract within a
detected cell value. Similar to a field value.
Allows you to define the expected length of the field value. Field values longer
than Data Length will be truncated. However, shorter values will not be padded.

Advanced Column Properties:
Pattern
Replace

Match Case

Allows you to define a regular expression pattern on the detected cell value.
This option is only shown if a regular expression pattern is specified. It defines a
regular expression replace string. You may use captured groups to replace the
call value. Uses the same algorithm as for the field values.
Only appears if a regular expression pattern is specified. If True, it forces the
regular expression matching to be case sensitive.

Split and Merge Buttons:

You may create new columns or merge adjacent columns into one using the Split and Merge buttons.
The columns are normally auto-detected. However, if the table layout does not allow a clear separation
of cell values into columns of data, or if you deliberately wish to combine columns, then these buttons
would allow you to do so.
The column and header boundaries can also be adjusted using the mouse and after the Column
properties dialog is closed.
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Record Definition Options
Report Miner has the ability to take a single multi-page PDF document and split it into individual
records. To set the required parameters, start by selecting the Record Definition node in the left panel
which will display the below setting options.

The following are the available parameters:
Title – An optional title string constructed for each record. You may use a combination of detected fields
and certain macros to construct a title for the record.
File Name - The file name for saving each individual PDF file. Macros are supported.
Detection Method - This property specifies the manner in which each new record is detected. There are
four options:
1. Single Record - This option will treat the PDF document as a single record and not split or
produce individual reports.
2. Relative to Label - This option allows you to designate a new record each time a designated
label is located. When selecting this option, you are then asked to select the label. For example,
the search string for the label could be “Page 1 of”.
3. Primary Field - This option allows you to designate a new record each time the detected value
of a field designated as Primary is located. When selecting this option, you are then asked to
select the primary field. For example, the primary could be tracking an account number and
creating a new record when the account number changes.
4. Page Count - This option allows you to designate individual records based upon page count.
When this option is selected, you are then required to provide a numeric value which will be
used to create individual records when the provided page count is reached. Each record will
have a fixed number of pages. The last record might end up with less number of pages.
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Export Options
In order to test or run a model, you may define some basic export options. Export Options is accessed by
selecting the “Export” node in the left pane. When selected, options are presented in the lower lefthand portion of the application.

General Properties:
Sample Report

Path to the sample report file used in model definition. The sample report file
will be saved with the model definition. It will be automatically loaded when the
model is opened for editing or testing.

Export Properties:
Export Format
Export File
Export Format

Maximum Records

The output of data extraction can be saved in XML, CSV, Pipe delimited or Text
formats.
If specified, the extracted data will be written to this file in the selected Export
Format.
If specified, a sub-document will be constructed for each detected record in PDF
format. These files will be saved to the Export Folder and linked to the
corresponding extracted data in the Export File.
You may limit the number of records extracted during test runs by specifying a
positive Maximum Records parameter.
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Skip Properties:
Skip Header

Skip Trailer

Skip Label

If your PDF documents have pages at the beginning that are not relevant, you
can skip them by entering in a numeric value for the number of pages from the
beginning to skip.
Similar to Skip Header, if your PDF documents have pages at the end that are not
relevant, you can skip them by entering in a numeric value for the number of
pages from the end, to skip.
You can also create labels which are used to determine which pages are nonessential and can be skipped. The value for this property is a selected label.

Skip Properties:
Plugin DLL

Use Plugin

Use OCR

Report Miner API defines a simple callback interface for constructing custom
plugins which can be loaded during model execution. The exported methods of
the plugin will be called by the processing engine during the processing of the
report. These methods allow more precise control and customization of the
processing workflow. Please refer to the Report Miner API documentation for
more details.
This is a binary flag that can switch the loading of the plugin on and off for
testing and model development. For instance, if you are extracting a specific cell
from a table using the plugin, you will receive a single value if the plugin is
running. By temporarily turning off the plugin, you will be able to examine the
whole table to make sure that the plugin is extracting the right cell from the
table.
PDF Report Miner seamlessly integrates with Tesseract 4.0 OCR engine to allow
processing of image only elements that might be present inside the PDF report
file. The Report Miner assumes that the Tesseract engine is installed under the
default Program Files directory.

Viewing Output
In order to test output from your model, simply select the “Start Processing” button. The focus of the
application will change to the “Output” tab that is selectable near the bottom of the application.
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General Output
If a report is model is structured correctly, the following data is presented for all output.
❏ Processing time.
❏ Report Model Path
❏ Report File Path.
❏ Plugin DLL Path.
❏ Export File Path.
❏ Export Folder Path.

Model-Specific Output
Your output will be displayed depending upon the actual data you have elected to locate and extract.
Each field or table value is presented in blue and is hyperlinked to the location in the source report file
that is processed.

Clicking on any of the links will display the source file and highlight the data in a panel directly above the
output display. You can use keyboard array keys to browse through the extracted data. The highlighting
in the sample report will automatically be synchronized with the currently selected field or table cell.
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Batch Processing
In a typical application of the PDF Report Miner, a model is first developed using a sample report. Data
elements of interest, line single valued fields and tables, are defined on the sample report. The
definition is saved in a data model project file. The data model is used to extract data from report files
that have layouts that are similar to the sample report.
The batch processing feature of the PDF Report Miner allows you to test the model against any number
of such reports as you develop the model. You may open any number of report files and test the model
against them individually or in one batch operation.
1. Use the “Open Report” command or the corresponding button to show the open file dialog.
2. Choose one or more report files that you wish to process.
3. The report miner will create a new tab for each open report file.
4. To test a specific report file, first click on its tab which will display the report. Then use the Start
Process command to run the model using the selected report file.
5. To test all report files, click on the Process All Reports command.
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Macros
Using macros is an advanced method of further customizing the output from extraction. Macros can be
used to dynamically route records, create custom titles and name files during runtime. The following
macros are currently defined.
$Number
$Title
$Date
$Date(format)
$(name)
$(name[range])
$$

The ordinal number of the current record, counting from 1.
The title of the current record.
The current date in default format (yyyy-mm-dd)
The current datetime formatted according to .NET 'format'.
The value of a field with matching 'name'.
A substring of the value of a matching field.
An embedded single '$' and not start of a macro.

[range] is an optional parameter which can be used to further define extraction of field values:
[offset]
Extract text value started at given character offset.
[offset,length] Defines both offset and length of a sub-string to extract.
[Full]
Include full value (instead of first line) of field value.
Notes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A macro matches the first global or record field with the given name.
Use unique field names to avoid conflicts.
Field name comparison is case sensitive.
Invalid [range] parameters will not cause exceptions.

Example:
$(Account[2,6]) will skip the first 2 characters from the value of the field named Account and extract the
next 6 characters. Therefore, if the value of the Account field is 123456789, the given macro will extract
345678.
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Export Manager
Overview
PDF Export Manager is a companion product to PDF Report Minor. It provides a framework for
managing multiple report models created in the Report Miner and automate the process of detection
and processing of PDF files as they become available.
The Export Manager has a fully multi-threaded kernel acting as a high-performance document
processing server. Export Manager works with a list of pre-defined report models and a set of watch
folders. As PDF documents are placed into these folders, or arrive automatically via file transfer, the
Export Manager pairs them up with the appropriate model and manages tasks like file locking, events
handling and communicating with user or API processes.
In time-critical or very high-volume environments, multiple instances of the Export Manager may be
deployed to increase performance.
The Export Manager also works with the Report Miner API to handle more complex PDF documents or
data extraction requirements, as are common in RPA (Robotic Process Automation) applications.
This guide assumes that you are somewhat familiar with the PDF Report Miner documentation.

General Concepts
PDF Export Manager operates as a background process that is configured using a simple-to-use
application.
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There are several functions which the application provides.
1. Create Jobs.
2. Edit Jobs
3. Run and Monitor Jobs
From a basic perspective, a job is a set of instructions that takes a report model, an input source, and an
output path and processes documents via a monitored path. Jobs are part of “projects” which can
contain many different jobs.
PDF Export Manager can actively manage many different jobs at once.

Creating a Job
To create a job, select the New Project

button or option from the File menu. Then select “New Job”

from the button bar. A dialog will open that allows you to establish the parameters of the job.
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General Properties
The General properties tab allows you to define general information about your job.
Job Name - the name you give to the job. Each job name must be unique.
Log File - You may establish a file with the extension .log and then provide the path here. Export
Manager will write the processing events to this file.
Description - You can provide the general description of the job here.
History - This is a read-only section that provides summary data of the processing history of the job.

Source Properties
The Source properties tab allows you to select the processing instructions and import settings.
Report Model Definition File - This property provides the location of the report model used to provide
processing instructions to Export Manager.
Watched Folder Location - This property allows you to establish the path to a file share that is
monitored by the Export Manager. When PDF documents are placed in this directory, Export Manager
will automatically import and process them.
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Watched File Name Pattern - This property allows you to specify the specific file name pattern that
determines whether Export Manager will import the file or ignore it. You can wild cards to define the
pattern.

Export Properties

Running Jobs
Once you complete defining a job, it will be displayed in the application. You can edit
or delete
jobs using the toolbar buttons. You cannot edit or delete jobs while they are running. You must first stop
the job. There are several options when running jobs.
Run Job
allows you to start processing the job queue. All jobs, except those that are suspended, will
be processed in turn.
Stop Job
Suspend Job
Resume Job

stops the processing of the job queue.
allows you to suspend the selected jobs. Suspended jobs will not execute.
will cancel the suspended state of the selected jobs.

Options
The Options button
folders.

allows you to select the frequency at which Export Manager polls watch
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You can select intervals measured in seconds, minutes, and hours.

Export Results
The main screen of the Export Manager also acts as an output window for displaying progress and status
messages. These messages are also stored in individual log files defined for each job. The output window
has a fixed limit of 1,000 lines. Older messages will be deleted when this limit is reached. There is no
limit for the number of messages stored in log file.

Once a job is done, all documents that are processed are moved to a sub-directory called “Done”. If the
job fails, the documents are moved to a sub-directory called “Failed”.
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XML File Output
Results from XML are delivered as records and tab/value pairs and table data is organized as table and
cells as shown below:
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CSV and Pipe File Output
For delimited files, data is delivered as rows and columns for tag/value data.
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If table data is present, a separate CSV file is created for each table that is processed with the table
name provided as the file name.

Text Output
Text output format for extracted data is similar to the way data is formatted in the output window and
log files. The text output for all extracted data types is saved to a single file.
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